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Introduction
The development of California is profoundly linked with 
the development of water and the law determining its 
allocation. California water law reflects the product of 
more than 150 years of conflict and compromises over 
this most precious and communal  resource. It is distinct 
from and at times inextricably related to both real 
 property and environmental law. 

When miners flooded into California in 1848 before state-
hood, they asserted control over the water they needed to 
unearth the gold held in the streambeds, soils and rocks 
of the Sierra Nevada.  In mining camps strewn across the 
Sierra, miners worked out conflicts of quantity, timing, and 
priority through the “first in time, first in right” concept. 
These local customs would become the “Doctrine of Prior 

Appropriation,” a doctrine adopted by the other western 
states and fundamental in California to this day. 

Even after statehood and the adoption of common law 
 riparian rights which originated in England, fundamental 
differences between riparian and appropriative systems 
prevented adoption of one over the other and created 
a hybrid system of both, which is unique among the 
western states. Colorado and other states are considered 
pure appropriative rights states with no riparian rights, 
while Oregon and Washington have phased out historical 
riparian systems and transitioned to appropriative rights 
and quantification. 

As California developed, farmers and cities encountered 
another great water challenge – location. Two-thirds of 
California water falls on the northern third of the state 
while much of the settlement occurred along the more 
arid coast and in the Central Valley, to the west and 
south. As a result, the water that flows from a faucet or 
through furrows may come from a distant mountain 
river hundreds of miles away or an underground water 
supply closer to home. Today, this challenge has been 
addressed through the cumulative investment of billions 
of dollars in  infrastructure and protected by a complex 
web of water rights.

What are water rights? Water rights are important 
 because you need them in order to use water. Water rights 
essentially are a form of property rights. Water rights law 
governs the allocation of water between parties at times 
and circumstances when there is not enough water to 
meet all demands. Generally, under California law, a 
water right lends predictability and certainty for a user 
to take water at a certain rate from a specific source at a 
specific location and use it for one or more reasonable 
and beneficial purposes at another location at a certain 
time of year. However, the definition of reasonable use 
can change as society evolves. All rights in the system are 
relative to one another.

As California’s thirst for water continues to grow with its 
population, disputes over water, and the right to use it, 
will continue. With the foundational structure of riparian 
and appropriative rights firmly in place, it remains to be 
seen how the law of water rights will evolve to address 
future conflicts.

This Layperson’s Guide, part of a continuing series 
 published by the Water Education Foundation, provides 
an overview of water rights law in California. In the 
 interest of brevity and to foster understanding, discus-
sions in this guide have been simplified. The guide should 
be treated as background material, and is not intended 
to solve specific legal problems or deal with exceptions 
to general rules.
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The State Water Project 
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Acre-foot (AF) - The volume of water required to cover an acre of land 
to a depth of one foot or 325,851 gallons.

Appropriative Right - A right based on physical diversion and use of 
water.

Aquifer (or groundwater basin) - A geologic formation that stores, 
 transmits and yields significant quantities of water to wells and springs.

Beneficial Use - Article X, Section 2 of the state Constitution requires 
that all water resources must be put to beneficial use, without waste 
or unreasonable use. “Beneficial use” includes irrigation, municipal, 
domestic, industrial, recreational use, and protection of fish, wildlife 
and their habitat, and aesthetic enjoyment.

Conjunctive Use - The combined storage and use of surface and ground-
water supplies to improve water supply reliability.

Consumptive Use - The part of water that is withdrawn that is evaporated, 
transpired by plants, incorporated into products or crops, consumed 
by humans or livestock, or otherwise removed from the immediate 
water environment. Reduced consumptive use is the amount of water 
which can be legally transferred without injury to other users or the 
environment.

Correlative - Having a mutual or reciprocal relation; the existence of one 
necessarily implies the existence of the other.

Cubic Feet per Second (cfs) - One “cfs” is equal to 7.48 gallons of water 
flowing each second, and is used to describe a rate of the flow in 
 rivers and streams.

Entitlement - A water right is a legal entitlement authorizing water to be 
diverted from a specified source and put to beneficial, nonwasteful 
use. Water rights are property rights, but their holders do not own the 
water itself. They possess the right to use it. The exercise of some water 
rights requires a permit or license from the State Water Resources 
Control Board (State Water Board), whose objective is to ensure that 
the State’s waters are put to the best possible use, and that the public 
interest is served.

Groundwater -“Percolating groundwater” from precipitation or surface 
water collects underground in tiny spaces between soil particles and 
moves by gravity along the path of least resistance. California law 
distinguishes “subterranean streams flowing in known and definite 
channels” that is regulated surface water 

License - An official document giving permission to engage in a specified 
activity, such as an appropriation of water.

Miner’s Inch (statute) - A measurement of water equivalent to 1.5 cubic 
feet of water per minute measured through an aperture or orifice, 
making it equivalent to one-fortieth of a second-foot.

Permit - An official document allowing the performance of a specified 
activity under set limitations. If all requirements are met, a water 
 appropriation permit can mature into a license.

Prescriptive Rights - Water use rights gained by trespass or unauthor-
ized use that ripen into a title – on a par with rights to land gained 
through adverse possession. To perfect the right, the use of water 
must be adverse, hostile, open and continuous for five consecutive 
years against a private water rights holder.

Prior Appropriation Doctrine - The prior appropriation doctrine is 
based on the concept “first in time, first in right.” The first person 
to take a quality of water and put it to beneficial use has a higher 
 priority of right than subsequent users. The rights can be lost through 
non-use. 

Public Trust - The public’s rights to natural resources shared in common, 
including air, running water, the sea and the shore. The Public Trust 
Doctrine traditionally applied to commerce and fishing in navigable 
waters and has been expanded to include fish, wildlife, habitat and 
recreation and the preservation of natural resources and ecosystems.

Pueblo Right - A water right possessed by a municipality which, as a 
successor of a Spanish-law pueblo, is entitled to the beneficial use 
of all needed, naturally occurring surface and groundwater of the 
original pueblo watershed.

Reasonable Use - A state constitutional requirement (Article X, Section 
2) that all water resources must be put to beneficial use, preventing 
waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of use.

Right - A legal entitlement to have or obtain, which arises through the 
ownership interest that one has in a piece of property. 

Riparian - Pertaining to the bank of a river, or any area where water 
naturally touches land.

Safe Yield - Rate of extraction that does not deplete groundwater in a 
basin over time.

Usufructuary Right - A right to use, rather than own, the property of 
another, such as the state’s water.

Water Marketing - The idea that farmers and other users with water 
rights that save through conservation or growing less water-thirsty 
crops should be able to sell or lease the water they save to  industries, 
cities, and the environment, rather than losing their rights to the 
water.

Wheeling - The use of pumping and canal facilities to move water held 
by other than the owner of the facilities.

Glossary



Surface Water Rights
The original lack of understanding of the hydraulic 
 connection between surface and groundwater led to 
 separate legal rules for their use. Miners fighting over 
surface water developed the law of appropriation, 
while early farmers leaned heavily on riparian rights and 
separately claimed all the water beneath their  private 
property.  The visibility and accessibility of surface 
water – and the resulting conflicts over its use – led to 
faster development of the law of surface water rights, 
in  statute and court decisions. Today, unlike most every 
other  western state, California law continues to compart-
mentalize surface and groundwater.

The people of California own all the water in the state, but 
individuals may establish a right to use the people’s water, 
called a usufructuary right. Notwithstanding the fact 
that this is a “use right,” it is also a right to real property. 

All California water rights are governed by the limitation 
that they must be used beneficially. Several types of  water 
rights apply to surface water, including: Spanish and 
 Mexican pueblo rights; appropriative rights, which are 
based on diversion from a stream or lake; and  riparian 
rights, which apply to land next to a flowing stream; 
and federal reserved rights, created by the President 
or Congress. 

Pueblo rights were the first to receive legal recognition 
in California, when the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
allowed persons and entities holding land title under 
Mexican law to preserve their private and public water 
rights. Because pueblo rights predate other kinds of  
water rights, some California cities that are successors 
of Spanish or Mexican pueblos, such as Los Angeles and 
San Diego, have the most senior rights in their watershed.
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Surface Water Rights

Appropriative Rights
Starting in 1848, Gold Rush miners diverted water from 
rivers and streams toward mining claims on federal  
land they did not own, first for placer then hydraulic 
mining. Ever since, appropriative water rights do not 
derive from land ownership – a key distinction with 
riparian rights. 

As competition for scarce water supplies increased, 
 violence ensued. Gunfights and dynamiting of dams 
became common occurrences. The miners quickly 
 realized that they needed an orderly system to protect 
and allocate rights to water. 

To stake their claims, miners often followed a practice 
similar to the one they used for staking their land 
claims for gold – they posted a notice at the point of 
water  diversion listing the amount of water (in “miner’s 
inches”), the means of diversion, the date of the claim, 
the place and purpose of use and the name of the right 
holder.  Mining communities customarily recognized and 
protected the rights of “posted” appropriators. In other 
instances, miners simply took possession and control of 
the water without notice.

This system of appropriative rights originated in a 
 narrow historical window before statehood. In 1850, 
the  California Constitution adopted the common law, 
also known as case law or precedent, developed by 
judges through decisions of courts, which included the 
doctrine of riparian rights from England and the original 
colonies. In 1855, the California Supreme Court affirmed 
the mining camp practices of the ‘49ers in the landmark 
decision  Irwin v. Phillips. In the decades that followed, 
other western states followed California in adopting the 
custom that governed miner claims to water. 

Under the miners’ law, the first to make a claim to  water 
and work it – put it to beneficial use – had a right  superior 
to subsequent claimants: “Use it or lose it.”  Another 
 related maxim of the Doctrine of Prior Appropria-
tion – “first in time, first in right” – does not apportion 
 water shortages equally. In the beginning, establishing 
such rights required only diversion from the stream 
and  beneficial use. A right’s priority depended and still 
 depends on the timing of those actions.

The federal Mining Acts of 1866 and 1870 secured and 
protected early miners’ senior appropriative water right 
claims established through local “custom” over new 
homesteaders who might claim a junior riparian water 
right downstream on lands next to a river. The rights of 
miners who had taken possession and developed mines, 
and the rights of persons who had constructed canals 
and ditches to be used in mining operations, had a pre-
existing and continued right of possession as opposed 
to the creation of a new right alongside subsequently 
created riparian rights.

The date of first appropriation and the estimated size 
of the completed project are critical to establishing an 
appropriator’s seniority on the stream and the volume 
of water to which the right applies. In times of drought 
when there is not enough water in the stream to satisfy 
all claims, the more senior appropriator is entitled to 100 
percent of his right before the next most senior is entitled 
to any water. Appropriators with superior (generally 
older) claims are denied water in inverse order of priority, 
that is, the junior right holders will lose their water before 
the senior right holders. 

Between 1872 and 1914, appropriators’ notices could be 
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filed voluntarily with the county recorder in the area of 
the diversion. If the notice was recorded, the priority of 
the right was the date the notice was filed. Alternatively, if 
no notice was filed, the right would “relate back,” or have 
a priority date from the time the first substantial steps 
were taken to put water to beneficial use, such as building 
a mining or irrigation ditch. The right would not be fully 
vested or perfected until the last steps were complete 
and water was actually put to beneficial use.

The inherent uncertainty of the appropriative rights 
system in California resulted in numerous lawsuits and 
eventually the enactment of the Water Commission 
Act of 1913 formalizing the appropriation system and 
 centralizing appropriative water right records at the state 
level (now the State Water Resources Control Board or 
State Water Board).

Since 1914, California has required new appropriators to 
obtain a water right permit from the State Water Board 
to develop a water diversion and use project within 
 specified conditions and timeframes. An application 
identifies: (1) annual quantity measured in acre-feet 
(“AF”); (2) rate of diversion (often measured in cubic feet 
per second (“cfs”); (3) season of diversion; (4) point(s) of 
diversion; (5) purpose of use; and (6) place of use. The 
date of the application becomes the priority date, and 
the permit affords a specified time to complete works 

and put water to beneficial use. If the permittee does 
so, the permit to divert and use water becomes a vested 
right, and the permit is converted to a water right license 
evidencing the right. A permit’s (and license’s) priority 
date is the time of filing of the application.

A “post-1914” water right license is usually conditioned 
on the full beneficial use of the permitted diversion and 
to protect public trust resources at the time of issuance. 
A license can be modified at a future date by the State 
Water Board as necessary to protect public trust resources 
such as fish and wildlife or to comply with applicable 
regulations. 

All appropriative rights can be lost or reduced through: 
(1) abandonment; (2) forfeiture; or (3) prescription. 
 Abandonment requires relinquishment of control or 
 possession (often non-diversion) and the intent to 
 abandon permanently. Once the right is abandoned 
there can be no reversion of the right to the owner, since 
it ceases to exist. Forfeiture is found when all or part  
of a right is not put to beneficial and reasonable use 
and the right has been unused for five years. A publicly 
noticed hearing is required prior to forfeiture. Prescription 
requires an adverse, continuous, open, notorious, and 
 exclusive use of another’s water right, uninterrupted for 
five years. Prescription cannot be had against a public 
entity.

The gold miners’ claims 
to water established the 
principle of “first in time, 
first in right.” That 
 “Doctrine of Prior 
Appropriation” was adopted 
by the other western states 
and remains fundamental in 
California to this day. 
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In 1850, California adopted the common law, which in-
cluded the doctrine of riparian rights. Under this  doctrine, 
owners of land physically bordering a natural water 
source have a right to use water and floodwaters from 
rain and annual snowmelt. Recognition of riparian rights 
encouraged agricultural development in California’s fer-
tile river valleys, especially after federal enactment of the 
1862 Homestead Act, which transferred large amounts 
of land from public to private ownership. 

In 1886, the California Supreme Court formally recognized 
this dual system of appropriative and riparian water rights 
in the landmark case Lux v. Haggin.

Riparian rights are considered “part and parcel” of the 
land and pass with title to the property. If a landowner 

sells a portion of 
his or her riparian 
property separat-
ing the land from 
the stream, the 
separated prop-
erty  loses its ripar-
ian status unless 
the buyer and seller 
expressly reserve 
the riparian right 
to the non-contigu-
ous property at the 
time of the convey-
ance. 

Landowners ordi-
narily do not lose 
their riparian rights 
if unused. Because 
landowners do not 

lose riparian rights by non-use, the owner of idle land 
bordering a water source has riparian rights to use the 
water at any time for reasonable and beneficial use. The 
existence of unexercised riparian rights to a waterway 
can create much uncertainty for surrounding appropria-
tors. Because riparian rights are almost always older and 
superior to appropriative rights, appropriators could lose 
part or all of their water supplies upon the exercise of the 
dormant riparian right. 

Dormant rights, however, have some limitations. Rights of 
dormant riparians can be restricted in statutory adjudica-
tions of a waterway. In 1979, the California Supreme Court 
held, in In Re Water of Long Valley Creek Stream System, 
that while landowners do not lose unexercised riparian 
rights, these unexercised rights could be assigned a lower 

priority compared to active appropriative and riparian 
rights. The State Water Board also reserved jurisdiction 
to quantify such rights when reactivated.

Importantly, riparian landowners dependent on a 
common water source have a “correlative” right to the 
water: they must share the water equally. If there is not 
enough water for all their needs, the courts can divide the 
 available water. Generally, in a dispute among riparians, 
each is not entitled to a fixed quantity of water, but rather 
each receives a proportion of the total supply. 

However, in a contest between a riparian and an 
 appropriator the entitlement of each must be quantified. 
Riparian rights generally are recognized as older and 
superior, such that if a water shortage is extreme, even 
the most senior appropriators may be required to give 
way to all superior riparians on the drought-depleted 
stream. Riparian rights attach to and affect far less water 
in the state than do appropriative rights.

Riparian rights do not include a right to use water 
 imported from another hydrologic basin or watershed, 
considered as unnatural stream flow or “foreign  water.” 
The use of riparian water is limited to the riparian  property 
in the watershed of the water source. The  watershed 
limitation can limit the water from being applied to the 
most economical use, for example, a riparian right could 
be attached to moderately productive agricultural land, 
but would not be transferable via diversion to neighbor-
ing non-riparian farmland where the same water could 
produce more and higher valued crops. 

Riparian rights do not include a right to seasonal  storage 
of water. State regulation, however, allows riparians to 
impound water on their property temporarily, not to 
exceed 30 days, to create pressure needed for distributing 
irrigation water and other uses. 

To allow water to be put to its most reasonable and 
 beneficial use, the courts have permitted riparians to 
agree not to use water to which they are entitled so 
 others may claim the water under another right. In 
such cases, the riparian right holder usually receives 
 compensation similar to a sale of the water right. This 
is not a transfer or conveyance of the riparian right; 
rather, it is a means by which the riparian reduces 
 demand on the system, increasing the supply that would  
otherwise be available to others for diversion accord-
ing to their relative rights. When the purchaser is an 
 appropriator, his priority depends on the date of his 
appropriation in relation to other appropriators on the 
waterway.

Riparian Rights

Under the doctrine or 
riparian rights, owners of 

land physically bordering a 
natural water source have 

a right to use water and 
floodwaters from rain and 

annual snowmelt. Riparian 
rights are considered “part 
and parcel” of the land and 

pass with title to the property.



Federal reserved 
rights are created by 
Presidential executive 
order or by an act of 
Congress and attach 
to federal reservations 
of land carved from 
the public domain for 
uses such as Indian 
reservations, military 
reservations, and  
national parks, forests  
or monuments.
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The U.S. Government may hold riparian rights – under 
California law – for lands it retains in public ownership, 
recognized in the 1988 California Supreme Court deci-
sion in In Re Waters of Hallett Creek Stream System. The 
federal government enjoys this right in California above 
and beyond the rights it may hold under federal law for 
lands reserved for a specific purpose.

Water rights can also arise separately under federal law. 
Federal reserved rights are created by Presidential execu-
tive order or by an act of Congress and attach to federal 
reservations of land carved from the public domain for 
uses such as Indian reservations, military reservations, 
and national parks, forests or monuments. These rights 
were first recognized in 1908, when the U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled in Winters v. United States that the United 
States implicitly reserved sufficient water to satisfy the 
purposes for which a reservation was created. 

Federal rights do not automatically trump, but derive 
from a separate source than state law. One of the  
major characteristics of federal reserved water rights 
is that their priority date is (with some exceptions) 
the date of the  reservation or withdrawal of land, e.g. 
Indian  treaties. As such, a federal reserved water right is 
 established by the date of the reservation, and can be 
senior or junior to private rights established under state 
law on the same stream. Because of the size of federal 
reservations throughout the West, the potential impact 
of the full exercise and quantification of some federal 
reserved rights on state water right holders could be 
significant.

In 1978, the U.S. Supreme Court limited the reserved 
rights doctrine in United States v. New Mexico. The 
court ruled that the doctrine applies only to the extent 
 necessary to accomplish the primary purposes for which 
the federal reservation was made. In this case, the United 
States  attempted to acquire water for wildlife preser-
vation in the Gila National Forest in New Mexico. The 
 Supreme Court concluded that the primary purpose of 
the national forest was timber and water preservation, 
and it considered wildlife enhancement to be a second-
ary purpose. As a result, water was not available for 
 wildlife needs under the reserved rights doctrine. 

While subsequent judicial decisions have clarified the 
 dimensions of federal reserved rights throughout the 
West, the potential scope of reserved rights has been 
curtailed in California through the 1988 California 
Supreme Court decision in In re Waters of Hallett Creek 
Stream System. The Court ruled that under California law, 
riparian rights exist on federal reserved lands abutting 

state waterways. These riparian rights are broader than 
federal reserved rights which are otherwise limited 
by the purpose of the reservation and priority date of 
establishment.

The Court, however, placed several limitations on the 
 federal government’s (California law-based) riparian 
rights. It distinguished between federal riparian lands 
that are “reserved lands” and those that are “public 
 domain” – land that can be settled, put up for public 
sale or  otherwise disposed. The court ruled that the 
United States’ riparian rights on public domain lands are 
 subordinate to existing appropriative rights. In addition, 
the federal  riparian rights were unexercised and could 
be a lower priority than existing exercised water rights, 
like its rights in the case of In re Water of Long Valley Creek 
Stream System. The decision also required the federal 
government to apply to the State Water Board before 
exercising its riparian rights to Hallett Creek.

Federal Reserved Rights
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The Appropriation Doctrine, which requires “beneficial 
use” started in California and spread throughout the 
West. In 1928, the California Constitution was amended 
to include Article X, Section 2, which provides, in part:

“The right to water or to the use or flow of water in or 
from any natural stream or water course in this State is 
and shall be limited to such water as shall be reasonably 
required for the beneficial use to be served, and such right 
does not and shall not extend to the waste or unreason-
able use or unreasonable method of use or unreasonable 
method of diversion of water. “

This comprehensive constitutional limitation, unique to 
California, requires all diversion and use of water to be 
reasonable and beneficial. It applies to all types of water 
and water rights – surface and groundwater, appropria-
tive and riparian rights. 

The Reasonable Use Doctrine extends beyond  beneficial 
use to inquire not just if the use serves human needs, 
but also whether the quantity or manner of use is 
 acceptable in light of competing demands for the 
resource. A common formulation for describing this 
contrast is that “beneficial use” asks the yes-no question 
of whether a use is beneficial, while application of the 
Reasonable Use  Doctrine “depends upon the totality of 
the  circumstances.”  

What courts deem reasonable varies over time and by 
location, as practices in water use evolve statewide. The 
development of the Reasonable Use Doctrine began 
with a conflict over using water to flood land. In the 1926 
Herminghaus decision, the California Supreme Court 
 decided that a riparian owner was entitled to the full flow 
of the stream even though the water was used wastefully 

to flood the owner’s lands, thus depriving an upstream 
appropriator of needed water for a power plant. Two 
years later, California voters enacted the Constitutional 
amendment subjecting all water users – riparians and 
appropriators alike – to the universal limitation that water 
use must be reasonable.

The Reasonable Use Doctrine remains a  powerful 
tool for the courts and the State Water Board to 
 manage water use, because the concept of “reasonable”  
evolves over time with the changes in water supplies  
and  demands. As Californians invest in conservation 
 measures to use water more efficiently, the standard 
of what is  “reasonable” tightens. In 1935, the California 
Supreme Court held in Peabody v. Vallejo that Article 
X, Section 2 no longer  supported the continued and 
 unreasonable riparian use of the entire flow of a river 
to flood lands with silts. In 1967, Joslin v. Marin Municipal  
Water Dist. found gravel collection unreasonable in  
light of need to provide water to urban customers 
and  determined that reasonable use of water cannot  
be isolated from “statewide considerations of 
 transcendent  importance.” 

In 1976, the court held in People v. Forni that the use 
of water from the Napa River for the purpose of frost 
protection was unreasonable. As discussed, the 1986 
Racanelli Decision affirmed the State Water Board’s  
broad powers over water  quality and water rights, 
 including the dynamic power to  determine which 
 water uses are “most reasonable” at any given time. The  
State Water Board has concluded that groundwater 
pumping that dries up the Russian River and strands 
 declining fish is unreasonable. It is important to 
 emphasize that each reasonable use decision is very 
specific to the facts.

Reasonable Use Doctrine

In 1928, the California 
Constitution was amended 

to include a clause that 
all diversion and use 

of water to be reasonable 
and beneficial.
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Separate from surface water, the other major part of 
 California’s water rights law concerns the use of ground-
water. In California, groundwater provides about 25-30 
percent of the state’s water supply in “normal” years and 
as much as 60 percent in “critically dry” years.

Groundwater rights include five types: (1) overlying rights 
based on ownership of land that lies above a ground-
water source (the largest category); (2) appropriative or 
non-overlying rights (the right to divert groundwater 
from its source to a non-overlying area, or for municipal 
use); (3) prescriptive rights; (4) pueblo rights; and (5) 
federal reserved rights. 
 
After California joined the Union in 1850, it followed 
the English groundwater rights system of essentially 
unregulated groundwater pumping. In place of statewide 
groundwater regulation, judicial decisions have provided 
general guidance while laws and regulations provide for 
limited local groundwater management. 

Water Code Section 1200 allows appropriation of ground-
water that is part of “subterranean streams flowing in 
known and definite channels.” In 1899, the California 

Supreme Court held in Los Angeles v. Pomeroy that sub-
terranean streams are governed by the same rules that 
apply to surface streams, giving the State Water Board 
authority to require permits for appropriation of ground-
water in subterranean streams. Today, use of groundwater 
permits remains very limited.

The vast majority of California’s groundwater resource, 
however, is treated as “percolating groundwater” from 
precipitation or surface water that collects underground 
in tiny spaces between soil particles. This water moves 
through soil by gravity along the path of least resistance. 
The State Water Board has little authority to regulate 
percolating groundwater, except in limited circumstances 
where landowners seek an adjudication of water rights.

In 1903, the California Supreme Court determined, in 
Katz v. Walkinshaw, that the English system of absolute 
ownership was incompatible with the state’s dry climate. 
The court decided that a rule of reasonable use must be 
applied to groundwater use. When voters inserted the 
reasonable use doctrine into the Constitution in 1928, it 
also applied to groundwater.

Groundwater RightsGroundwater Rights

Source: California DWR
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The Katz case also established the principle that property 
owners above a common aquifer have a shared, overly-
ing right to reasonable use of that aquifer. Paramount 
to other rights, overlying rights are based on ownership 

and are analogous to riparian 
use rights in surface water. Like 
riparians, these property own-
ers’ water rights are deemed 
“correlative” to other overly-
ing owners drawing from the 
same aquifer, regardless of 
the date withdrawals began. 
The Katz decision prohibited 
taking unlimited quantities of 
groundwater without regard 
to the needs of others.

Subsequently, courts estab-
lished that percolating ground-
water may be appropriated 
by pumping and the resource 
transported for use on non-
overlying land. These typically 
municipal uses of groundwater 
are not considered to be overly-
ing uses, with some exceptions. 
This is because cities and other 
water suppliers generally do 
not themselves use all the 
water they pump in their juris-
dictions and often serve users 
outside the aquifer. 

No general statewide permit 
procedure exists to regulate 
such groundwater appropria-
tions. The appropriator’s use 
of percolating groundwater 
is nevertheless unlikely to be 

disturbed unless another groundwater user feels threat-
ened and goes to court, or unless groundwater extraction 
creates problems, such as subsidence, that induces  local 
government regulation or court action.

Overlying groundwater rights are superior to non-over-
lying rights unless the non- overlying rights have become 
prescriptive rights. Prescription occurs when over lying 
rights and appropriative rights are being exercised in a 
basin which is in overdraft. 

If a groundwater basin is adjudicated by the court, 
and it is found that a surplus exists after all reasonable 
and beneficial overlying rights are satisfied, the claim 
of an  appropriator will be allowed by the court under 
most circumstances. Among themselves, appropria-
tors are  subject to the doctrine of “first in time, first in 

right,” meaning that the first  appropriator to establish 
a claim to appropriate groundwater has  seniority over 
later  appropriators of the same source. Many Southern 
 California groundwater basins are adjudicated. 

The State Water Board’s limited authority over ground-
water has led to a long-standing debate over the scope 
over that authority. In a 1999 decision (Water Rights 
Decision-1639), the State Water Board clarified its 
 authority over groundwater in “subterranean streams.”  
It developed a four-part test, based on the Pomeroy 
decision, that describes the physical conditions needed 
to support a finding that groundwater is a “subterranean 
stream flowing through a known and definite channel.” 
The four criteria include: (1) the presence of a subsurface 
channel with (2) relatively impermeable bed and banks, 
(3) whose course is known or capable of being deter-
mined by reasonable inference, and (4) groundwater is 
flowing in the channel. The Board applies the criteria on 
a case-by-case basis. 

Pursuing further clarification of its authority over 
 groundwater, the State Water Board commissioned 
a study of its groundwater rights authority by UC  
Berkeley Law Professor Joseph Sax. The 2002 Sax  
Report concluded that the State Water Board could 
 regulate groundwater if extractions have an “appre-
ciable and direct impact” on a surface stream or have an 
 adverse effect on instream values. Critics argued that the  
Sax Report sought to graft surface water legal concepts 
onto groundwater,  overlooking the differences between 
the two resources and the distinctive legal regimes that 
have evolved for each. Ultimately, the State Water Board 
did not adopt the Sax Report’s concepts or recommen-
dations.

The next year, the State Water Board applied its four-part 
test to the North Fork Gualala River and ordered the  
North Gualala Water Company to obtain a permit to 
pump groundwater from two wells nearby. The permit 
imposed pumping limitations. When the permittee 
 appealed, the Court of Appeal, in 2006, upheld the 
State Water Board’s four-part test, thereby confirming 
the scope of the Board’s authority over groundwater in 
subterranean streams.

The broader debate, however, as to the proper manage-
ment of California groundwater has continued. The 
debate has intensified in recent years, with growing 
evidence of groundwater overdraft in the Central  Valley, 
especially the dramatic satellite images from NASA 
 showing substantial groundwater loss in the first decade 
of this century.

California uses more groundwater than any other state, 
yet usage is largely unregulated by anyone. California 

Joseph F. Poland of the 
U.S. Geological Survey, 

who pioneered subsidence 
research in the San Joaquin 

Valley, stands near a 
benchmark southeast of 

Mendota. The land surface in 
this area has subsided nearly 

30 feet because of intensive 
groundwater pumping. Signs 

on the power pole indicate 
the level of the land surface 

in 1925, 1955 and 1977.
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remains the only Western state without comprehensive 
statewide groundwater regulation.

Groundwater withdrawals in California are a local 
resource subject to minimal state or other regulation. 
Regulatory attempts to control groundwater extraction 
or to implement groundwater regulations continue to 
be controversial and have been vigorously opposed  
by overlying land owners, particularly agricultural inter-
ests, who object to pumping restrictions, and by local 
water districts that oppose a “one size fits all” regulatory 
regime. 

Pumping can be controlled: (1) where groundwater 
basins have been adjudicated by a court to establish the 
rights of the affected parties; (2) where the Legislature 
has granted a local water district authority to monitor, 
tax, or regulate groundwater; and (3) where groundwater 
management districts or counties have adopted relevant 
ordinances. 

Groundwater adjudication is the process by which a court 
can assign specific water rights to groundwater users in 
a specific basin. By doing so, a court can limit pumping 
to a “safe yield” and compel the cooperation of pumpers 
who might otherwise refuse to limit their pumping. Also, 
the State Water Board can initiate court actions to limit 
pumping in a basin to protect groundwater quality from 
irreparable injury.

So far in California, 22 basins (most of them in Southern 
California) have been adjudicated to control the rate of 
extraction. These include the Scott River system near 
the Oregon border, the Santa Margarita River watershed, 
 Central Basin, West Coast Basin, Upper Los Angeles 
River Area (San Fernando), Raymond Basin, Main San 
Gabriel Basin, Cummings Basin, Tehachapi Basin,  Warren 
Valley Basin, Chino Basin, Cucamonga Basin, Puente 
 Narrows Basin and Puente Basin, Mojave River Basin, San 
 Bernardino Basin, Brite Basin, Goleta, Six Basins, Santa 
Paula Basin,  Beaumont Basin, Santa Maria Valley Basin 
and Seaside Basin. 

In 1949, the California Supreme Court held in Pasadena 
v. Alhambra that if appropriative pumping continues for 
five consecutive years and is determined to be open and 
notorious, adverse and hostile and under claim of right, a 
prescriptive right is established and the overlying right is 
no longer superior. This decision resulted in a “race to the 
pump house” as groundwater users of other overdrafted 
basins attempted to pump maximum quantities of water 
to increase their five-year pumping record to maximize 
their eventual adjudicated entitlements. 

In 1975, the court later backed away from its Pasadena 
ruling when it held in Los Angeles v. San Fernando that the 

water rights of public entities, such as cities, could not be 
challenged making it more difficult to use the Pasadena 
“mutual prescription” theory.

In 1992, AB 3030 authorized local entities, such as  
water districts, to develop voluntary groundwater 
management plans to tackle issues such as sea water 
intrusion, overdraft, and contaminated groundwater 
in unregulated basins. Since then, more than 160 
groundwater management plans have been adopted. 
In addition to the local authority to develop these plans, 

To create a water well, 
powerful drills penetrate the 
earth in search of aquifers 
and groundwater.
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If more groundwater is extracted than recharged 
through percolation over the long term, a ground-
water basin is said to be in overdraft. If pumping 
exceeds the aquifer’s safe yield, the lowered water 
table can have multiple impacts. As the water table 
drops, wells must be drilled ever deeper. Energy costs 
of pumping water to the surface increase. Declining 
groundwater levels also can lead to land subsidence, 
which can permanently reduce the groundwater stor-

Groundwater: Safe Yield and Overdraft 
age capacity, affect buildings, and cause damage to 
other infrastructure. As groundwater levels decline, 
rivers and streams may become disconnected from 
groundwater, which reduces surface flows and impacts 
wetlands and riparian habitat. Overdraft provides the 
grounds for pumpers to seek a court adjudication 
of groundwater rights, to limit pumping to the safe 
yield or to provide a payment mechanism to acquire 
supplemental water.

counties may adopt ordinances to protect groundwater. 
Several counties have adopted ordinances principally to 
protect against  overdraft from export or out-of-basin or  
out-of-county uses. 

In 1994, the appellate court in Baldwin v. Tehama County 
upheld the authority of counties and cities to regulate 
groundwater under their police power (California 
Constitution, Article XI, section 7). Tehama County had 
enacted an ordinance to protect groundwater resources 
by restricting groundwater extraction from new wells 
and requiring permits for out-of-county transfers. Two 
farmers who owned land in Tehama and wanted to 
pump groundwater for their out-of-county farms sued 
to invalidate the ordinance, which was upheld.

In 2000, the California Supreme Court in City of Barstow 
v. Mojave Water Agency struck down and disapproved of 
an “equitable apportionment” approach worked out by 
a local superior court. The court held that the allocation 
of water rights did not sufficiently recognize existing 
water rights priorities.

In 2009, the State Legislature passed SB 6 X7, which 
 established a statewide groundwater elevation moni-
toring program, but not individual groundwater well 
 extraction monitoring, to track seasonal and long-
term trends in groundwater elevations in California’s 
 groundwater basins. To achieve that goal, the amend-
ment requires collaboration between local monitor-
ing entities and the California Department of Water 
Resources (DWR) to collect groundwater elevation data. 
DWR developed the California Statewide Groundwater 
Elevation Monitoring (CASGEM) program to establish 
a permanent, locally-managed program of regular 
and systematic monitoring in all of California’s alluvial 
 groundwater basins. The CASGEM Program relies and 
builds on the many, established local long-term ground-
water monitoring and management programs. DWR 
coordinated the CASGEM program, to work cooperatively 
with local entities, and to maintain the collected elevation 
data in a statewide public database.   
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Leaky underground tanks 
and sewers, industrial 
waste discharges, septic 
systems, and landfills, all 
contribute contaminants 
that pollute groundwater.

Groundwater QualityGroundwater Quality
Overdraft can also cause water quality problems such as 
seawater intrusion in coastal plains and river valleys of 
Southern and Central California. As pumps draw up fresh 
water, the change in subsurface hydraulic gradient can re-
sult in seawater moving inland from the ocean, gradually 
contaminating agricultural and municipal groundwater 
sources. In an interesting overlap with surface water 
use, various water management agencies divert surface 
water flows to recharge aquifers with freshwater, and 
repel salinity intrusion that would otherwise result from 
the lowering of groundwater levels caused by pumping 
in coastal plains.

Damage to groundwater quality arises from many 
sources in addition to overdraft. Some quality problems 
arise from naturally occurring substances. Marine sedi-
ments from the Coastal Range, for example, contribute 
natural minerals and elements such as boron, mercury, 
chromium, selenium, and arsenic. Some can be toxic to 
human and wildlife health. In contrast, traditional ground-
water recharge from snowmelt from the Sierras and the 
southern Cascade Range remains fairly pure. Most chal-
lenges to groundwater quality, however, arise from urban, 
industrial and agricultural contamination. 

Leaky underground tanks and sewers, industrial waste 
discharges, septic systems, and landfills, all contribute 
contaminants that pollute groundwater. Since World War 
II, MTBE, perchlorate, and volatile organic compounds 
such as trichloroethylene, have led to contamination 
plumes that migrate into municipal or agricultural 
groundwater basins. More recent concerns over ground-
water quality arises from hydraulic fracturing – or “frack-
ing” – which injects high-pressure water and chemicals 
into subsurface rock formations to break rock and release 
natural gas or oil. While fracking has been going on in a 
limited way for a long time in California, new concerns 
about whether increased fracking is potentially hazard-
ous have ignited fresh debate as to the contamination 
risks on groundwater quality and human health.

California’s vast agricultural bounty and urban develop-
ment in the Central Valley also has led to groundwater 
contamination. Fertilizers, pesticides, animal waste, and 
irrigation leachate, together with sewage, antibiotics and 
other urban-based discharges all contribute to concerns 
related to groundwater quality. In the Central Valley, 
much of the irrigation water originates in pristine Sierra 
streams, while communities often rely on groundwater. 
Decades of applying fertilizers and pesticides to the over-
lying land have led 
to contamination of 
some Central  Valley 
drinking water re-
sources, especially 
by nitrate. Small 
communities 100% 
reliant on wells often 
lack the economic 
resources to address 
their drinking water 
problems. Further, 
the concentration of 
urban development 
in the once more 
s p a r s e l y  s e t t l e d 
region has added 
a   re lat ively  new 
source of contami-
nation. 

In recent years, state 
and local agencies 
have worked on re-
solving the groundwater challenges, in agricultural and 
urban communities alike. Some communities install 
 treatment facilities. Some communities deepen or 
move their wells. Other communities abandon their 
groundwater rights and hook up to a surface supply. The 
 challenge of groundwater contamination nevertheless 
will continue in the years to come.

Conjunctive use is the coordinated management of 
surface and groundwater supplies to improve water 
supply reliability. This management can increase the 
amount of available water by recharging ground- 
water from reservoir releases and surface water 
 diversions to floodplains in some seasons and shift-
ing to groundwater in other seasons. Water banking 
is a form of conjnctive use in which water is stored 
in surface water reservoirs or groundwater aquifers 
for later use. 

Conjunctive Use and Water Banking 
Both practices have expanded in recent decades, with 
the development of state law and policy on “Integrated 
Regional Water Management” and water transfers. The 
most effective conjunctive use programs occur where 
public agencies actively manage groundwater and 
have access to excess surface water, either by transfer 
or federal/state water project contracts. Conjunctive 
use will challenge California’s established groundwa-
ter law well into the future due to the uncertainty of 
ownership of the extracted groundwater. 
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ChronologyChronology
1848  Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo cedes California from 

Mexico to the United States, and protects property 
rights, including water rights, under Mexican law.

1849  Prior Appropriation develops during the California 
Gold Rush out of mining camp water conflicts over 
water from streams on federal lands.

1850  Riparian rights adopted when first state constitu-
tion adopts English common law.

1855  Irwin v. Phillips, 5 Cal. 140, adopts mining camp 
practice of “first in time, first in right” as part of 
California law.

1872  California Civil Code provides water right hold-
ers the option of recording water rights in each 
county.

1886  Lux v. Haggin, 69 Cal. 255, recognizes dual water 
rights system of riparian and prior appropriation, 
with riparian rights “paramount” to rights of ap-
propriators.

1899  Los Angeles v. Pomeroy, 124 Cal. 597, distinguishes 
between “subterranean streams flowing through 
known and definite channels” and “percolating 
groundwater.”

1902  Reclamation Act of 1902 authorizes the Secretary 
of the Interior to develop and construct water 
projects in the West. Section 8 expressly preserves 
state authority over water rights. “Beneficial use” 
shall be the basis, measure, and limit of the right.

1903  Katz v. Wilkinshaw, 141 Cal. 116, establishes 
Doctrine of Correlative Rights, where overlying 
landowners have equal rights and must share 
shortages of groundwater.

1905  Los Angeles makes initial filings on the Owens 
River, leading to construction of Los Angeles 
Aqueduct and first deliveries to the city in 1913.

1913  Water Commission Act creates administrative sys-
tem for establishing and regulating appropriative 
water rights, beginning in 1914. 

1922  Antioch v. Williams Irr. Dist. 188 Cal. 451, rejects claim 
of city in the Delta to right to require upstream 
diverters to allow sufficient flow to repel salt water, 
describing claim as “extremely unreasonable 
and unjust and highly detrimental to the public 
 interests.”

1926  Herminghaus v. Southern California Edison Co., 200 
Cal. 81, upheld riparian right to use water without 
consideration of reasonableness of use against 
claims of appropriator.

1928  Boulder Canyon Project Act approves 1922 Colorado 
River Compact, authorizes construction of Boulder 
(now Hoover) Dam, and apportions 7.5 million 
acre-feet of Colorado River water in the lower 
basin, with 4.4 million acre-feet apportioned to 
California. 

1928  California Constitution, Article X, Section 2 prohibits 
waste and requires reasonable diversion and use 
of water, after public outcry over 1926 Herming-
haus decision.

1931  First County of Origin Act enacted.

1932  People v. Glenn-Colusa Irr. Dist., 127 Cal.App. 30, 
denies that water right includes right to divert 
and kill fish from state waters. State holds title to 
fish as public trust.

1933  Fish & Game Code §§ 5937, 5946 authorize the DFG 
to direct dam operators to release enough water 
to keep fish below the dam in “good condition.” 

1933  California Water Plan authorizes development of 
a Central Valley water project to move water from 
the Sacramento Valley to the San Joaquin Valley, 
and from San Joaquin River to Tulare/Kern basins. 
Federal Government later builds Central Valley 
Project.

1935  California-Oregon Power Co. v. Beaver Portland 
Cement Co., 295 U.S. 142, holds that Mining Act of 
1866 and Desert Land Act of 1877 severed water 
from federal public domain, allowing California to 
regulate water rights on public lands.

1950  U.S. v. Gerlach Live Stock Co., 339 U.S. 725, holds that 
riparian landowners have compensable right to 
floodwater recharging their groundwater, when 
government acts to redistribute those floodwaters 
to new users.

1963  Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, Secretary of the 
Interior is not bound by state law in allocating the 
Colorado River’s water to Arizona and California. 
State law cannot impede Congressional intent or 
limit the Secretary’s contracting authority. 

1967  Joslin v. Marin Municipal Water Dist., 67 Cal.2d 132, 
affirms there is no property right in an unreason-
able use of water.

1971  Marks v. Whitney, 6 Cal.3d 251, expands Public 
Trust Doctrine beyond commerce, fishing, and 
navigation to include environmental, aesthetic, 
and recreational values.



Shasta Dam was 
constructed from 1938  
to 1945. 
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1978  California v. U.S., 438 U.S. 645, affirms state authority 
over water rights of Reclamation water projects 
unless inconsistent with federal statute.

1979  California Trout v. SWRCB, 90 Cal.App.3d 816, denies 
existence of water right for instream flows in the 
absence of a diversion.

1979  In re Long Valley Creek Stream System, 25 Cal.3d 
339, allows subordination of unexercised riparian 
rights below active exercised riparian and appro-
priative rights.

 
1983  National Audubon Society v. Superior Court, 33 

Cal.3d 419, establishes the Public Trust Doctrine 
as the fiduciary obligation of the State to protect 
inalienable navigational, fishing, recreational, 
environmental, and other public rights inherent 
to public commons. Allows adjustment of vested 
water rights to protect public trust.

1986  United States v. SWRCB, 182 Cal.App.3d 82, 
 recognizes Reasonable Use Doctrine as pre-
eminent limitation on the exercise of water rights. 
SWRCB regulatory authority to prevent uses that 
unreasonably harmed water quality. SWRCB 
 primary task in water quality role is not to protect 
water rights, but to protect beneficial uses.

1988  In re Water of Hallett Creek Stream System, 44 Cal.3d 
448, allows Federal Government to claim riparian 
rights, under California law, on federal lands. 

1989  California Trout v. SWRCB, 207 Cal.App.3d 585, 
affirms SWRCB authority to modify water rights 
to ensure sufficient water flows for downstream 
fisheries.

1991  Water Code Section 1707 allows holders of existing 
water rights to transfer rights to instream flow for 
wetlands habitat, fish and wildlife resources, or 
recreation.

1992  Central Valley Project Improvement Act requires CVP 
to address impacts of the Central Valley Project on 
fish, wildlife and associated habitats.

1994  SWRCB Water Right Decision 1631 amends LADWP 
water rights to limit diversions until Mono Lake 
rises 20’ to 6,392’ above sea level.

1994 Baldwin v. County of Tehama, 31 Cal.App.4th 166, 
upholds county ordinance regulating ground-
water, as exercise of county’s police power.

1994  Bay-Delta Accord on Delta water quality objec-
tives signed by State and Federal Government, 
 imposing objectives on state/federal water project 
water right permits.

1999  SWRCB Water Right Decision 1641 implements 
Delta Water Quality Control Plan, approving  
San Joaquin River Agreement.

2000  City of Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency, 23 Cal.4th 
1224, affirms rights of overlying landowners to 
groundwater, as paramount to appropriators. 
 Rejects equitable apportionment and affirms 
priority as fundamental to California water law.

2001  Tulare Lake Basin Water Storage Dist. v. U.S., 49 Fed. 
Cl. 313, finds a taking of a property right when fed-
eral fishery agencies curtailed water exports from 
the Delta, finding SWP contracts as compensable 
property rights to water. 

2006  SWRCB Cases, 135 Cal.App.4th 674 (2006), “The 
 history of California is written on its waters.” 
 Affirms SWRCB authority in Delta.

2009  Delta/Water Legislation enacted, reforming 
 management of Sacramento-San Joaquin 
 Delta (Co-Equal Goals), establishing statewide 
 groundwater elevation monitoring, imposing 
consequences for not reporting water use, and 
setting urban water conservation goals.

2013 Casitas Mun. Water Dist v. U.S. Federal Circuit 
Court of Appeals rejects takings claim for  federal 
 requirement of by-pass flows due to lack of 
 showing of loss of beneficial use of water.

 
2013 Quantification Settlement Agreement Cases 

 upholds 2003 Quantification Settlement Agree-
ment on the Colorado River.
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California shares the Colorado River with six other states 
in the Southwest, making its share of the Colorado 
subject to “the Law of the River.”  The Law of the River 
originated in the 1922 Colorado River Compact among 
Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, California,  Arizona 
and Nevada. Six years later, Congress approved the 
Compact and authorized construction of Hoover Dam 
for water storage and production of hydroelectricity. 

The states along the Colorado have a long history of 
both conflict and compromise in the management of the 
Colorado River. The 1963 Arizona v. California decision by 
the Supreme Court, in effect, made the Secretary of the 
Interior the “watermaster” for the Lower Colorado River. 
Since that historic decision, the states have conflicted and 
collaborated. With a long-term drought in the Colorado 
River watershed continuing, both have intensified. The 
“Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages” offer the 
most recent example of that collaboration.

California holds the largest allocation of Colorado River 
water – 4.4 million acre-feet – and its use in California 
remains subject to California water rights law. Because 

of the Appropriation Doctrine, the most senior  California 
water rights are held by an Indian tribe and certain 
 irrigation districts, including the Imperial Irrigation 
District (IID) served by the All-American Canal. The 
 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD), 
which built the Colorado River Aqueduct in the 1930’s, 
holds the most junior right to Colorado River water. 

The California water right holders also have seen their 
share of conflict and collaboration. MWD has sued IID 
for unreasonable use of water, given the use of unlined 
canals and flood irrigation in the Imperial Valley. But they 
also have agreed to water transfers, with urban water 
agencies paying for water conservation measures such as 
canal lining. The most significant agreement is the 2003 
“Quantification Settlement Agreement” that facilitates 
California to reduce its diversions from the Colorado 
River to its 4.4 million acre-feet entitlement under the 
Boulder Canyon Project Act. As the hydrology in the 
Colorado River Basin continues to change, agreements 
among the states and the California parties will continue 
to develop, as they collaborate in managing an increas-
ingly scarce resource. 

The Colorado River
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Water belongs to the people of California but the people 
rely on public and private agencies to allocate, store, 
convey, manage, distribute and protect their water. While 
individuals and public entities across California hold 
water rights or interests in water rights, federal, state, 
regional, and local agencies manage the resources that 
serve most Californians.

Public agencies have the responsibility to address 
and  resolve the conflicts inherent in the sharing of 

this  precious and limited public resource. At times, the 
 judiciary reviews the actions and disputes of private and 
public parties with regard to their obligations, respective 
rights, and priorities. In this sense, the orderly distribu-
tion of water would not survive long without public 
and private  water agencies, which reinforces that the 
California water rights system endures only in the context 
of essential coordination and collaboration among many 
layers of public authority.

Most Californians receive their water directly from a retail 
water agency. California law has created a wide range 
of forms for water agencies – irrigation districts, water 
districts, county water districts, and others.

From the earliest days, Californians joined together 
to  create organizations to build water infrastruc-
ture, to  divert, convey, store and distribute water. 
Early  organizations included private water companies, 
 associations, cooperatives, and mutual water companies. 

The Retailers
In 1887, the Wright Irrigation District Act authorized 
 formation of irrigation districts, which provided the 
framework for widespread adoption of irrigation on  
arid lands. Later statutes authorized formation of 
 municipal water districts, municipal utility districts,  
water districts and community service districts. These 
 local agencies can use their legal powers to pool the  
funds of the  populations they serve, to pay for 
 construction and operation of infrastructure that 
 provides water delivery.

At the turn of the last century, California’s city gov-
ernments led development of the first large-scale 
water  storage and conveyance systems, from Sierra 
Nevada streams to the burgeoning coastal communities.  
Los Angeles was the first. The city purchased much of 
the Owens Valley, in the eastern Sierra, and created a 
 Department of Water and Power to convey its water south 
to the farms and communities of the newly expanded 
city of Los  Angeles. William Mulholland, a central figure 
in California’s water history, opened the spigot of the 
Owens Valley Aqueduct in November 1913. Today, the 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California is a 
consortium of 26 cities and water districts that provides 
drinking water to about 20 million people in parts of Los 
Angeles, Orange, San Diego, Riverside, San Bernardino 
and Ventura counties.

San Francisco moved next. In 1913, Congress authorized 
the city to build a water and hydropower system on 
 National Park and National Forest lands, including a 
reservoir in the Hetch Hetchy Valley in Yosemite National 
Park. The city built a system to convey the Tuolumne 
River water through aqueducts, down the mountain, and 
across the Central Valley to reservoirs in the East Bay and 
on the San Francisco Peninsula, which serve both San 
Francisco and nearby cities in Alameda, Santa Clara and 
San Mateo Counties.

The Cities

Some of the cities on the east side of the San Francisco 
Bay formed the East Bay Municipal Utility District, to build 
a system of reservoirs and pieplines to bring water from 
the Mokelumne River in the Sierra to reservoirs in the East 
Bay. That system was completed in 1923.

The PlayersThe Players

Los Angeles skyline
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For much of the last century, public agencies built 
water projects to store and move water from where it 
fell from the sky to where it was needed. In 1933, the 
Legislature authorized the original California Water Plan 
to move water from north to south in the Central  Valley 
for  agriculture. However, in the middle of the Great 
 Depression, the state government lacked the money to 
build the project. 

The federal government stepped in and Congress 
 authorized the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) in 
1935, to construct and operate the Central Valley  Project 
(CVP), which holds the largest amount of California water 
rights. Congress had created Reclamation in 1902 to 
develop water projects in the arid western states. The 
CVP, the largest Reclamation water project, stores water 
behind Shasta Dam, Folsom Dam and other facilities for 
release to the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers and 
conveyance across the Delta to water users in the San 
Joaquin Valley and some other areas. In connection with 
the development of the CVP, holders of Sacramento River 
rights agreed to “settlement contracts” to accept reliable 
water from Shasta Reservoir in settlement of their claims 
to senior water rights. Central Valley farmers on the west 
side of the valley agreed to take CVP water from the Delta 
in exchange for not exercising their San Joaquin River 
rights. Reclamation then could store water behind Friant 
Dam for conveyance along the Central Valley’s east side, 
all the way to Bakersfield. Reclamation later expanded the 

The Project Operators
CVP, to take water from the Trinity River through a tunnel 
to the Central Valley. The CVP then conveyed water further 
south along the west side of the San Joaquin Valley and 
across Coastal Range to the Santa Clara Valley.

A quarter century after the first California Water Plan, 
the Legislature authorized, in 1959, development of the 
“Feather River Project,” now known as the State Water 
Project (SWP). The SWP, operated by DWR, stores water 
behind Oroville Dam on the Feather River, and conveys 
that water through the Sacramento River and the 
Delta to farms and cities stretching from north of the San 
 Francisco Bay region to the Mexican border.

DWR has a separate responsibility and also contributes to 
the management of California’s water resources through 
its leadership of programs that support other public 
water agencies and water users throughout the state. 
Through a stakeholder process, it creates the California 
Water Plan, which is updated every five years and has 
evolved into a comprehensive approach for all water 
agencies to manage water at all stages of the hydro-
logic cycle, from rainwater capture, stormwater and flood 
management through storage, conveyance, treatment, 
water-use efficiency and recycling, to treated effluent 
discharge to rivers and the ocean. DWR also manages 
programs for urban and agricultural water manage-
ment planning, integrated regional water management, 
 watershed protection and flood protection.

As the State of California began development of 
water projects to export water from the Sacramento 
Valley south to the San Joaquin Valley and eventually 
to Southern California, the Legislature passed laws to 
protect the “area of origin,” where water or snow fall or 
a river begins, from complete loss of its water supply 
for future development. The first area-of-origin law, 
the County of Origin Act, passed in 1931. 

As the Central Valley Project and the State Water 
Project developed, the State adopted area-of-origin 
protections, including the Area of Origin statute (1933) 
and the Delta Protection Act (1959). Section 11460 of 
the Water Code provides:

In the construction and operation by the de-
partment of any project under the provisions 
of this part a watershed or area wherein water 

Area of Origin Laws 
originates, or an area immediately adjacent 
thereto which can conveniently be supplied 
with water therefrom, shall not be deprived by 
the department directly or indirectly of the prior 
right to all of the water reasonably required to 
adequately supply the beneficial needs of the 
watershed, area, or any of the inhabitants or 
property owners therein.

The effect of these statutes remains ambiguous. DWR 
has implemented the statutes by giving preferential 
area-of-origin contracts to those water agencies in 
the area of origin for the State Water Project. However, 
Reclamation’s contractors in the area of origin may not 
also claim area of origin rights against the CVP as held 
by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in Tehama-Colusa 
Canal Authority v. Dept. of the Interior.
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Reclamation Act preempted California law as applied 
to a federal  project. Section 5937 was not found to be 
inconsistent with federal law, which resulted in a conten-
tious settlement, in which water has been released from 
Friant Dam to 
re- water the 
San Joaquin 
River. A salmon 
fishery is being 
established on 
the river. 

Federal agen-
cies also have a 
regulatory role 
in California water 
management, related 
to water quality, naviga-
tion, and flood protection. The 
United States Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (USEPA) oversees the 
State Water Board’s regulation of water 
quality under the Clean Water Act. The 
United States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) 
shares some Clean Water Act Section 404 author-
ity with US EPA. The Corps also has separate author-
ity over navigation and flood protection. The Corps 
regulates dam operations for flood protection,  requiring 
dam operators to maintain reservoir space in winter 
for spring snowmelt.  The Federal Energy Regulatory 
 Commission (FERC) administers the Federal Power Act.

Since the 1980s, the federal fishery agencies have 
played a central role in water diversions, including the 
Delta, based on the authority of the federal Endangered 
 Species Act (ESA). Once a fish is “listed” as threatened or 
endangered, federal agencies such as Reclamation have 
an obligation to ensure that their actions do not jeopar-
dize the continued existence of the species, and federal 
and non-federal actors alike may not “take” individuals 
without authorization. 

Protection of salmon from Central Valley and North 
Coast rivers substantially affect water management 
in those  regions, while steelhead protection affects 
 water  diversions in coastal streams. The National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) protects marine species and 
anadromous fish (i.e., fish such as salmon which spawn 
in fresh water and migrate to the ocean). The U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS), a sub-agency of the Department 
of the Interior, protects inland fish, such as the delta smelt. 
Both agencies, work closely with DFW in regulating water 
diversions to protect California’s fishery.

The Regulators
Given the public and shared nature of California’s water 
resources, state and federal agencies regulate water 
management and use by private individuals and other 
public agencies. At the center of state regulation stands 
the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water 
Board). The State Water Board has responsibility for 
regulation of both water rights within its jurisdiction and 
water quality. There are also nine regional water quality 
control boards in each of the major watersheds, which 
oversee only water quality, subject to certain oversight 
authority of the State Water Board.

State courts have repeatedly confirmed the broad scope 
of the State Water Board’s concurrent jurisdiction with 
state courts over water rights. Both have the responsi-
bility for protecting the public trust for water, as well 
as preventing waste and ensuring “reasonable use” of 
water, as required by Article X, Section 2 of the California 
Constitution. The State Water Board has broad authority 
over water quality, under the State’s 1969 Porter-Cologne 
Water Quality Control Act and the federal Clean Water Act.

There are also other regulatory activities that can 
 significantly affect the allocation of water resources and 
the ability to exercise water rights. These authorities 
pertain primarily to protection of the environment.

The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) 
has responsibility for protecting the state’s fishery, which 
makes DFW a central participant in water management. 
DFW often works closely with the State Water Board 
in protecting the public trust and fishery, for example 
by providing recommendations for conditions to be 
imposed in a water rights permit. 

DFW’s most direct authority over water diversions 
comes from Fish and Game Code Section 1600 which 
requires all water diverters to obtain a DFW permit 
or  agreement to install a water diversion facility on a  
stream. This  requirement applies to riparian and  pre-1914 
water rights, and those rights granted by the State Water 
Board.

Another important DFW authority is Fish and Game 
Code Section 5937, which requires operators of a dam 
to  bypass enough water to keep fish below the dam in 
“good condition.”  The State Water Board may modify 
water right permits and licenses to ensure sufficient water 
flows for downstream fisheries. Farmers and environ-
mentalists  litigated this Section 5937 authority for more 
than a decade on the San Joaquin River, where the CVP’s 
Friant Dam had dried up the river for a 60-mile stretch. A 
central issue was whether “Section 8” of the 1902 federal 
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unconstitutional “takings” of water rights by the federal 
government in its protection of fish species. The Tulare 
and Casitas “takings” decisions (see Chronology), offer 
examples of eastern judges interpreting California water 
law, with mixed results.

The decisions that have received the most public 
 attention arise out of the conflict in the Delta. Since the 
State Water Board issued the first comprehensive Delta 
Water Quality Control Plan in 1978, various parties have 
litigated how the State and the Federal Government 
manage the Delta. In state courts, two landmark decisions 
confirmed the State Water Board’s authority to manage 
the Delta – the 1986 U.S. v. State Water Resources Control 
Board by Justice John Racanelli (the Racanelli Decision) 
and the 2006 State Water Resources Control Board Cases 
by Justice Ronald Robie (the Robie Decision). Starting in 
the 1990’s, Judge Oliver Wanger on the U.S. District Court, 
Eastern District in Fresno, presided over the federal Delta 
cases arising from CVP operations or ESA regulation. The 
federal Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reviewed many of 
Judge Wanger’s water decisions.

Court decisions from both state and federal courts have 
substantially formed the contours of California water 
rights law as it stands today. Judges can and have set 
the standards for how public agencies administer water 
rights and manage California water. It is this constant 
engagement by public agencies and courts that makes 
the California water system work. Conflicts may continue, 
but such conflicts are inherent to a public and shared 
resource like water.

The Courts
State and federal courts play a central role in hearing 
disputes over water rights and water management. 
State courts share concurrent jurisdiction with the 
State Water Board with regard to water rights disputes. 
 Starting in the 1920’s, county superior courts completed 
several comprehensive adjudications on smaller streams 
in the Sacramento Valley. In the 1960’s, superior courts 
completed groundwater right adjudications in several 
Southern California basins. Federal law (McCarran Act 
Amendment) waives sovereign immunity in this kind 
of comprehensive  adjudication, to allow state courts to 
adjudicate the water rights of the federal government. 

Today, courts increasingly play more of an oversight 
role, reviewing the decisions of state and federal agen-
cies. State courts review decisions by the State Water 
Board, DWR and DFW. Starting with the 1855 California  
Supreme Court decision in Irwin v. Philips, state 
court decisions have framed water rights law. The  
momentous 1983 “Mono Lake Decision” establishing 
the Public Trust  Doctrine, in National Audubon Society v. 
Superior Court, offers one of the best examples of judicial 
oversight. 

Federal courts review the decisions of federal  agencies 
that play a substantial role in California water manage-
ment – Reclamation, USFWS, NMFS, the Corps, FERC, 
and USEPA. This litigation addresses a wide range of 
topics, such as how the state and federal water projects 
 operate to protect ESA-listed species. The Court of Federal 
Claims and the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals (both 
in Washington, D.C.) have adjudicated several claims of 

California Supreme Court 
Justices
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Public Trust Doctrine
Individual water rights are not only determined by 
water quality and endangered species laws, but also by 
an ancient doctrine that recognizes the public’s rights 
to many natural resources including “the air, running 
water, the sea and its shore.” This doctrine, the Public 
Trust Doctrine, is rooted in Roman, English, and Spanish 
law and requires the sovereign or state, to hold in trust 
designated resources for benefit of the people.

In 1979, the National Audubon Society and the Mono 
Lake Committee filed suit against the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power (Los Angeles) to stop 
diversions of fresh water from tributary streams that flow 
into Mono Lake under licenses granted by the predeces-
sor of the State Water Board in 1941. In 1983, the California 
Supreme Court, in National Audubon v. Superior Court, 
held that the public trust applied to Los Angeles’ water 
licenses. The court found that the state retains jurisdiction 
over these water rights and may reconsider their impact 
on the public trust resources, which includes, in addition 
to navigation, commerce and fishing, and wildlife habitat. 
The court concluded that reconsideration and curtail-
ment of long-standing water rights were authorized if 
necessary to protect the public trust, including the water 
rights of tributaries of navigable waters. 

In 1989, a derivative case, California Trout v. SWRCB, 
 modified Los Angeles’ water rights to require sufficient 
flow to re-establish fish populations in Mono Lake 
 tributaries as required by the Fish and Game Code  Section 
5937. Related litigation over Mono Lake continued until 
October 1994, when the State Water Board amended 
Los Angeles’ water rights licenses to protect and restore 
the Eastern Sierra lake and its tributary creeks. Since the 
litigation ended, LADWP has taken a number of steps to 
restore habitat at Mono Lake and in the Lower  Owens 
River, but lake levels remain precarious in dry and  critically 
dry years.

Today, the Public Trust Doctrine continues to stand 
for the obligation of the state to protect inalienable 
 environmental, navigational, recreational and other 
 public rights inherent in the public commons. The  Public 
Trust Doctrine “prevents any party from acquiring a 
vested right to appropriate water in a manner harmful to 
the interest protected by the public trust” and essentially 
makes any vested right defeasible. A vested appropria-
tive right may be modified and reduced to comply with 
the public trust requirements without compensation.  
At the same time, the Public Trust Doctrine also requires 
the balancing of the needs of public trust resources 
against competing consumptive uses of water.  

In landmark 1983 decision 
regarding the Mono 
Lake, the California 
Supreme Court ruled that 
longstanding water rights 
could be reconsidered and, 
if necessary, curtailed to 
protect the public trust.
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Water Law in Motion

California water agencies already have encountered 
and begun managing the effects of climate change, 
even while future changes in climate remain uncertain. 
The climate change models have shown a range of 
 possible impacts to California’s water supply portfolio. 
The key  elements for change include greater variability  
in  patterns of precipitation and runoff, loss of snow-
pack (the state’s largest water reservoir), greater risk of 
floods (less snow, more rain), rising sea-level, and water 
 quality. Each element presents a particular challenge to 
California:

•	 Variability: Much of California’s water supply 
comes from snow/rain runoff from the Sierra 
 Nevada,  managed by dams and reservoirs. Greater  
variability means greater complexity in managing 
the reservoirs. For example, in 2007, the Merced 
 Irrigation District, which manages the Merced River 
flows below the New Exchequer Dam, reported that 
the river’s peak snow melt date had moved ahead 
two weeks in only the previous decade. These 
changed conditions could have an impact on 
the water rights that were developed in a time of  
greater regularity and slower runoff from snow-
melt. If a water right previously extended into the  
summer, there may no longer be enough water 
to service that right. Climate adjustments such as  
this will test regulators ability to balance flood 
 control and water storage, as spiked flows shift 
earlier in the season and reduce flexible reservoir 
storage capacity.

•	 Loss of Snowpack: The Sierra snowpack offers 
 California its largest seasonal reservoir for water 
 supply and summer water rights. Warmer weather, 
especially during the winter, means less snowpack. 
DWR estimates a snowpack loss of at least 25  percent 

by 2050. Other climate models have  estimate 
 snowpack loss at almost 90 percent by 2100. And 
yet, today’s scientific knowledge is not advanced 
sufficiently to be able to predict what will happen 
on a watershed by watershed basis.

•	 Flood Risk: Before statehood, Indians called the 
 Central Valley “the Inland Sea,” because it flooded 
every year. The state and federal governments built 
a levee system to constrain flood flows to river 
 channels, but larger floods have overwhelmed that 
system in some years. During warmer winters, if  
more water comes down as rain and not snow,  
then the risk of winter flooding increases. The more 
that flows out of the mountains during the winter, 
means the less that remains available for water rights 
that summer.

•	 Sea-Level Rise: While most attention to sea-level 
rise focuses on risks to coastal communities (e.g.,  
San Francisco Bay), the California water system faces 
substantial risk, due to the importance of the Delta. 
This risk comes in two forms – sea water intrusion 
and Delta levee failure. The state and federal water 
projects have water rights on the south end of the 
Delta, where they draw water from the Sacramento 
River across the Delta. The projects reconfigured the 
Delta to serve as a north-south freshwater stream, 
a hydraulic barrier to protect local farmland from 
seawater intrusion pushing in from San Francisco 
Bay. Sea-level rise means greater pressure on that 
 hydraulic barrier, with salty water that cannot 
be exported pushing toward the export pumps. 
 Sea-level rise also means that the levees that  create 
Delta islands and channels may be at greater risk 
of collapse, with water levels pushing higher above 
subsiding islands. The intensifying hydraulic  pressure 

Climate Change

California water law remains dynamic. This dynamism 
originates in the very nature of California water itself 
– always variable, always flowing, always transforming 
its environment, and always affected by human use.  
As California has developed, water use – and the law  
that governs that use – has evolved to address the  
needs of Californians and the environmental con-
sequences of human development. Growing water 
 demand, drought, water contamination, and declines in 
the environment all have contributed to how California 
governs its water use.

In the beginning, change meant rules for allocation of 
water on federal lands – the creation of water rights by 
appropriation. As California’s farming and  population 

expanded, the federal government and the state built 
massive water projects, to store and convey water 
for hundreds of miles. The Legislature passed laws to 
protect those who needed water in the “area of origin.”  
The  environment bore impacts of development of 
water resources and economies – with contaminated 
water and  declining fisheries – but also gained advo-
cates, and the Legislature and Congress passed laws 
to protect water quality and endangered species. At 
each stage, courts played a role as well, in adopting the 
miners’ law of  appropriation and, later the Public Trust 
 Doctrine and enforcement of the ESA. The challenges 
that  Californians face today to building a water future 
are no less  momentous. These challenges are the drivers 
of change to  California water law.
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on those levees could mean collapse of levees, 
 disappearance of islands and channels, and massive 
seawater intrusion.

•	 Water Quality: The climate change threat to water 
quality is the loss of water for diluting contaminants 
and the loss of wetlands that serve as a natural 
filter. Water in reservoirs that now dilute summer 
 contaminants may be shifted to more critical 
 demands. As less water becomes available to support 
wetlands, their natural filtering action diminishes.

While stubborn pockets of climate change debate may 
continue, few water managers question the threat that 
it poses for California water supply and water rights. 
The question remains, however, as to whether or how 
to adjust the water rights system to respond to climate 
change. Will the time-of-diversion conditions on water 
right permits need to change?  Will all water rights be 
reduced to adjust to the new reality or will only junior 
water right holders suffer? Will the system remain as is 
and new filings made to appropriate the rise in winter 
or spring flows?

Since World War II, contamination of California’s surface 
streams and groundwater aquifers has generally in-
creased, arising from agricultural, urban, and industrial 
activity. This is especially true for California’s groundwater 
aquifers, which suffer from a wide range of contaminants 
– nitrates from fertilizer or dairy cow manure, solvents 
from industry or perchlorate from the aerospace industry. 

Contamination has added stress to water supplies 
and, therefore, to the water right system. Water users, 
especially those who rely on groundwater, have had to 
abandon water sources and shift to other water sources. 
Contamination has forced some communities to drill 
deeper wells to improve water quality, only to discover 
years later that the surface aquifer contamination has 
migrated further down. Some communities invest mil-
lions of dollars cleaning up groundwater. Still other 
communities abandon groundwater for more surface 
water. Degraded water quality impacts the availability 
of water to service established water rights.

The water quality challenges in the Delta reinforce the 
nexus between water quality and water rights. Delta 
 water quality depends on sufficient freshwater flow-
ing toward San Francisco Bay to keep saltwater from 
intruding inland toward Stockton. This saline water 
would interfere with the beneficial use of water in and 
exported from the Delta. More recent science has also 
shown the impacts of pollution from urban uses on the 
Delta ecosystem. Delta water quality is also impacted 
from agricultural runoff, including salt, which aggregates 
downstream in the Delta. 

In 1978, the State Water Board set water quality standards 
for salinity in certain parts of the Delta. Litigation of those 
standards in United States v. State Water Resources Control 
Board culminated in the 1986 “Racanelli Decision,” which 
recognized the connection between water quality and 
water right permits. The Court of Appeal found the 1978 
Delta Water Quality Control Plan inadequate because 
the State Water Board had considered only the effects 

of the CVP and SWP operations on water quality, and 
had not considered the effects of all water users in the 
Delta watershed. State law required consideration of all 
beneficial uses, both instream and consumptive, when 
setting water quality standards for the Delta. In addition, 
when implementing water quality standards, which were 
quasi-legislative, imposing conditions on water rights 
required a quasi-judicial hearing as to the water rights. 
This decision still stands as one of the best examples of 
the interaction between the law of water quality and the 
law of water rights.

This interaction between water quality and water rights, 
in both fact and law, will require further attention in the 
years ahead. Will water use that leads to contamination 
have any effect on the user’s water rights?  Will the limited 
clean water supplies remaining go only to the senior 
water right holders?

Water Quality
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The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta is a valuable estuary 
system at the heart and is the crossroads of California 
water. The conflict in the Delta drives much of the debate 
– and litigation – over water in California and two-thirds 
of California surface water converge in the Delta.   Even 
before the State Water Board adopted the first Delta 
 Water Quality Control Plan in 1978, the Delta has been the 
focus of ongoing dispute and litigation. Along the way, 
there was a proposal for a Peripheral Canal, which the 
voters rejected in 1982. Then, the federal fishery agencies 
listed salmon and delta smelt as threatened, pursuant to 
ESA. For a decade (1995-2005), the state and the federal 
governments collaborated on improving conditions in 
the Delta, through the CALFED Bay-Delta Program. Then 
the in-Delta fishery suffered a substantial decline, and 
there was an effort to set a new course for the Delta. In 
2009, the Legislature passed comprehensive Delta legisla-
tion, which adopts a new approach of “Co-Equal Goals” 
for water supply reliability and ecosystem restoration.

The 2009 legislation required adoption of a new, com-
prehensive “Delta Plan” by the newly created Delta Stew-
ardship Council, and provided for the development and 
incorporation of a Bay-Delta Conservation Plan (BDCP). 
As a Habitat Conservation Plan under the federal ESA and 
a Natural Community Conservation Plan under State law, 
the BDCP would promote the Co-Equal Goals. The 2009 
legislation also required the State Water Board to set 
“instream flow criteria” for what Delta fish would need 
and then develop instream flow objectives for the Delta, 
in conjunction with the BDCP.

The BDCP proposes to build tunnels to convey  Sacramento 
River water under the Delta to SWP/CVP pumps in the 
South Delta, as well as help restore the Delta ecosystem, 
which implicates several water right laws and policies:  

First, Sacramento Valley water right holders and 
 settlement contractors have concerns about protection 
of their senior water rights and the enforcement of their 
area-of-origin protections. They are concerned that the 
water projects will take water before it gets to the Delta 
and the upstream water rights holders will have to release 
more water to provide instream flow in the Delta.

Second, Delta landowners, many of whom hold riparian 
rights, assert that the Delta tunnels will take more water, 
reducing Delta outflows and the hydraulic barrier that 
keeps salinity from intruding into the waterways from 
which they divert their irrigation water. Delta landowners 
argue that the tunnels are an unreasonable diversion of 
water, violate the 1959 Delta Protection Act, and infringe 
on their riparian water rights. 

Third, SWP contractors argue that they do not seek to 
take any more water, that the Delta ecosystem cannot 
recover under current water operating conditions and 
that they already have sufficient water rights to divert 
into the tunnels.

Fourth, the 2009 legislation and more recent state water 
bond legislation have reaffirmed upstream area-of-origin 
protections, but this level of protection is contested 
 consistently, and perceived as not secure, even if the Delta 
Plan includes recognition of those protections.  

How the confluence of the 2009 legislation and other 
Delta-related issues impacts individual California water 
rights system remains to be seen, but there is no denying 
that the Delta is at the heart of California’s water rights 
system: past, present, and future.

The Delta
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Since the 1990s, when federal agencies exercised their 
authority to protect the public’s interests in California 
water, especially under the ESA, private water right 
 holders have filed lawsuits, in the Court of Federal Claims 
in  Washington, D.C., alleging a taking of their private 
property rights in water. As aquatic ecosystems have 
become degraded and fish populations decline, state and 
federal agencies have acted to protect the public trust 
interests in fish. In response, both public water agencies 
and private parties have alleged takings of their water. 

These conflicts between private rights and public trust 
resources have emerged as a significant challenge for 
the water rights system. In some ways, these conflicts 
are inherent to water, as a natural resource shared 
 between public ownership and private rights of use. The 
 Legislature and the courts have exercised their authority 
to protect the public’s rights in water, through laws that 
seek balance between private consumptive uses and 
public instream uses.

Reasonable and beneficial use, the Public Trust Doctrine 
and fishery protection statutes such as the Endangered 
Species Act, all reflect the public interest in California 
water.  These laws may remain dormant when there is 
plenty of water for public and private uses.  As demands 

and rights exceed the sup-
ply (especially in a world of 
climate change), those public 
interests in water will remain 
as a significant factor in how 
California manages water 
rights. 

U n a n s w e r e d  q u e s t i o n s 
abound: As the State Water 
Board sets minimum instream 
flow in streams across the 
state, who will contribute 
water to satisfy those flow 
requirements?  Will the State Water Board reduce the 
quantity of individual water rights?  Will only the state 
and federal water projects, as junior rights holders, be 
required by law to contribute water to meet those flows 
in the Central Valley?  How will the State Water Board 
administer rights of the senior water users, urban users 
and agricultural users?   What do public interests in  water 
mean for complying with area-of-origin protections, 
especially when the instream needs occur in the same 
watershed?

Private vs. Public Water Rights

In 1992, after decades of CVP operations, Congress passed 
the Central Valley Project Improvement Act (CVPIA). The 
CVPIA’s purposes were to “address impacts of the federal 
Central Valley Project on fish, wildlife and associated 
habitats,” and to “achieve a reasonable balance among 
competing demands of CVP water, including the require-
ments of fish and wildlife, agriculture, municipal and 
industrial and power contractors.”  

At its core, the CVPIA sought to improve conditions for 
fish and wildlife. Perhaps CVPIA’s most controversial 
provision required the CVP to dedicate 800,000 acre-feet 
of CVP yield to fish and wildlife purposes. Reclamation’s 
management of this fish and wildlife supply led to the 
San Luis & Delta Mendota Water Authority v. U.S.  litigation 
to establish the meaning of “yield” and the impact on 
contractors’ rights. The CVPIA also committed some 
of Reclamation’s water supply to the needs of wildlife 
refuges. It created a “Restoration Fund” from charges to 
CVP contractors, which helped finance a decade-long 
instream flow augmentation in the San Joaquin River 
during the spring. 

The CVPIA substantially affected contract rights to 
receive water from the CVP. The 800,000 acre-foot dedi-
cation reduced the amount of water delivered to some 
contractors, especially those 
contractors dependent on 
Delta exports, such as the 
Westlands Water District. The 
law limited Reclamation’s 
authority to renew contracts, 
and required payment of a fee 
to a Restoration Fund for each 
acre-foot of water from CVP.  
It also allowed water transfers 
of CVP water. 

More than 20 years after the 
CVPIA development and pas-
sage drew controversy, its 
implementation continues to 
elicit dispute. 

The Central Valley Project Improvement Act
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In a world with climate change, California may suffer 
greater risk of flooding – that is, more water coming down 
as rain instead of snow during the winter. Traditionally, 
flood control policy sought to move flood flows down-
stream and out to the ocean as quickly as possible. There 
was little or no thought of conserving some of those flood 
flows for later beneficial use.

With more constrained water supplies, the value of flood 
flows increases and may lead to greater efforts to capture 
and store flood water. In Southern California, efforts to 
capture stormwater in settling ponds or inject storm-
water into aquifers (after treatment) have expanded. 
 Orange County and Santa Monica now operate storm-
water treatment systems to allow for subsequent use or 
storage. The Water Replenishment District of Southern 
California captures stormwater for storage in the Central 
Basin and West Basin aquifers.

Diverting stormwater out of channels requires a water 
right. Retaining and treating water from storm drains 
does not necessarily require a water right, although 
neither courts nor the Legislature have addressed that 
issue explicitly. In 2012, the Legislature codified the rule 
that building owners do not need a water right to capture 
rainwater off their roof. 

How would efforts to capture flood and stormwater 
 affect land and water rights?  Would reorganization of the 
federal-state flood control projects in the Central Valley 
affect the water rights of landowners now protected by 
project levees?  Would intentional recharge of aquifers 
from stormwater allow the recharger some right to 
 control that groundwater?

Flood Protection and Stormwater Resources 
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Water marketing and water transfers, e.g. change of the 
point of diversion, purpose and place of use, form an 
integral part of California’s water future. Water transfers 
in dry years assist those who potentially have excess 
supplies by allowing them to sell to those who are short 
of supplies, providing a valuable economic incentive to 
both the buyer and seller. 

Voluntary water transactions between willing parties, use 
price and opportunity cost to reallocate water through 
acquisition, lease or donation of water rights from one 
user to another, including instream fish and wildlife uses. 
Water transfers can be a cost-competitive alternative to 
the costly infrastructure of dams, reservoirs, pipelines and 
canals, yet at the same time are not going to be sufficient 
to address all water allocation issues.

State and federal policies have shifted since the 1990s 
to promote water transfers. In no small part, transfers 
are possible and enabled by California’s unrivaled water 
 conveyance infrastructure. In 1991, after the Supreme 
Court held that California has no water right for instream 
flow, the Legislature passed Water Code Section 1707, 
which allowed appropriative and riparian right holders 
to  transfer water to instream uses for environmental 
purposes without risk of forfeiture. In 1992, the CVPIA 
authorized transfers by CVP contractors. State law was 
amended to clarify that conserved water is a  beneficial 
use and that a conserved water transfer is not an 
 abandonment of a water right by the right holder. The 
state and federal CALFED Bay-Delta Program included 
water transfer reforms as part of its plan to improve 
 efficient use of water originating in the Delta watershed. 
More recently, IID has transferred conserved water to the 
San Diego County Water Authority.

Despite those reforms, transfers remain a relatively small 
part of California’s overall water-supply picture. Water 
transfer advocates often cite California’s complex water 
rights and regulatory machinery as barriers to increased 
water transfers. Some basins are adjudicated and subject 
to local Superior Courts’ jurisdiction and controlling 
Decrees. The State Water Board reviews and processes 
post-1914 water right transfer petitions. Petitioners carry 
the burden of proof and must demonstrate “reduced 
consumptive use” and “no injury” to other legal users of 
water and the environment. Transfers that go through the 
Delta that rely on the state or federal water projects must 
be approved by the operators of those projects and are 
junior to transfers by those who are contractors to the 
projects. Even small, non-Delta, coastal or tributary-scale 
transfers of water can become cost prohibitive and can 
take years to conclude.

Many water users have found ways to use transfers to 
address shortages. Water users within a water project 
can find it relatively simple to transfer water among 
themselves. Reclamation and DWR facilitate transfers 
among their contractors by using flexibility in their 
water right permits to move water among the users 
they already are authorized to serve. After the CVPIA 
authorized federal water transfers in 1992, Reclamation 
developed programmatic environmental documents to 
provide an umbrella for transfers within the CVP service 
area. DWR has operated both an Environmental Water 
Account and a “Drought Water Bank,” purchasing water 
from  Sacramento Valley rights holders for temporary 
transfer across the Delta to its contractors across the state. 

In recent years, a growing number of landowners and 
public interest “water trust” organizations have emerged 
in California and across the west to protect and enhance 
instream river flows through voluntary water transactions. 
Voluntary transactions - water right acquisition, tempo-
rary lease agreements, and donations - are a  strategic 
alternative and complement to regulatory actions to 
protect or enhance the natural environment. These 
voluntary water right and real property transactions are 
increasingly coupled with forbearance agreements or 
Section 1707 instream transfers to increase flows and cre-
ate new levels of ecological resilience  primarily in small 
streams and tributaries that have volume, temperature, 
and other stressors to fish and wildlife. These voluntary 
environmental transactions are calibrated to the “time 
value” of  seasonal pulses of water that can have multiple 
beneficial uses as they flow downstream.

Although transfers offer the prospect of more efficient 
allocation of water supplies, they are not problem-free. 
Ag-to-urban transfers can result in the fallowing (idling) 
of farmlands, potentially causing loss of income to farm 
workers, agricultural suppliers and retail businesses, com-
monly called “third-party impacts.” Farmers who increase 
groundwater pumping, to replace surface water they sold, 
can aggravate local overdraft problems. Transfers from 
agriculture to urban areas or agricultural users outside 
of the area have caused certain counties to enact local 
ordinances limiting groundwater substitution transfers. 
Separately, ongoing monitoring and measurement 
of  water is needed to provide necessary public assur-
ances and transparency as to how transferred water is 
accounted for, priced, and valued.

Despite these challenges, water transfers and water mar-
kets will continue to be an increasingly important tool for 
managing all aspects of California water use: agricultural, 
municipal, and environmental. 

Water Transfers
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The Future 
This guide has sought to weave multiple legal strands into 
a consistent and purposeful thread for your  condensed 
understanding of California water law:  riparian and 
appropriative water rights, groundwater, agencies and 
their jurisdictions, Public Trust Doctrine, beneficial use, 
federal water law, property rights, environmental law, 
water transfers, the Colorado River, floods, and climate 
change, among others. 

California water law is exceptionally rich in history and 
important to our collective future. The evolution of 
California water rights reflects the changing values of the 
times from colonial Spain and Mexico, through the trans-
formative Gold Rush era, to the modern day filled with 
burgeoning cities and world-class agricultural  products. 
Beginning in the 1960s, the public has increasingly 
recognized and prioritized environmental stewardship, 
reflected by the Supreme Court’s protection of Mono 
Lake and other cases and legislation.  

Today and into the future, informed and innovative 
leadership has the potential to defuse the inherent 
 tension between urban, agricultural, and environmen-
tal demands for water in California. Indeed, it has been 
what Californians and their leaders have always done:  
adapt. Nonetheless, accelerating signs of climate change, 

such as reduced snowpack and intensely hot forest  
fires, will  require the utmost of all Californians to adapt  
to changing environmental circumstances of these  
times. 

Today and into the future, Californians will capture and 
recycle more stormwater, desalinate more water, and 
conserve more water to accommodate to a continually 
growing State. Californians will use water more efficiently 
and water transfers will provide water for growing cities, 
farms and fish. Californians will better protect threatened 
and endangered species and restore vital ecosystems 
wherever water provides the fundamental basis for life 
such as in the Delta, the Sierra Nevada, the Klamath, the 
Colorado, the Yuba, and San Joaquin.

As this guide illustrates, water rights are and will continue 
to be an important feature of California’s overall water 
picture. The balance of executive, legislative, and judicial 
authorities that has evolved since the 19th century has 
 provided a durable water rights framework for allocat-
ing this most precious resource into the 21st century.  
The strength of that framework will continue to be tested 
as population growth, changing conditions, and  evolving 
 societal priorities increase competition for water in the 
future.The Klamath River


